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Decolonizing Climate Research
and Policy: making space to tell
our own stories, in our own ways

Eriel Tchekwie Deranger, Rebecca Sinclair,
Beze Gray, Deborah McGregor∗ and Jen Gobby

Abstract As the climate crisis deepens, the discourse aimed at finding solutions
continues to intensify. Increasingly, government agencies and world
leaders are recognizing the critical importance of including Indigenous
knowledge and perspectives in the development of sustainable responses.
To date, however, opportunities for meaningful Indigenous engagement
in the creation and development of climate solutions remain few and
far between. Where such opportunities do exist, they are most often
designed with the intention of trying to ‘incorporate’ limited elements
of Indigenous thinking into an established non-Indigenous framework.
This process of ‘Indigenizing’ mainstream initiatives achieves little if
anything in the way of deconstructing the colonial world view that has
caused the climate crisis in the first place. Actively decolonizing Canada’s
and the world’s responses to climate change is absolutely necessary
if global society is to achieve the ‘transformation’ of our economies
and societies deemed essential for our survival by the United Nations
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), among others. No
longer can we afford to simply ‘tweak the system’ by slotting into
mainstream processes those elements of Indigenous world view that
seem to ‘fit’ most comfortably. If we continue to value the colonial system
of neoliberalism and runaway capitalism over those proven sustainable
paradigms wherein respect for all life is paramount, then no lasting
solutions are possible. Instead, we need to ‘flip the script’, and start
providing spaces wherein Indigenous thinking and world view provide the
fundamental framework, and non-Indigenous ideas that align sufficiently
with Indigenous principles may be incorporated as appropriate. This
article recounts a panel discussion, hosted by Indigenous Climate Action,
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2 Eriel Tchekwie Deranger et al.

in which four influential Indigenous climate researchers, organizers and
policy experts share their reflections on how climate research and policy
can be actively decolonized. The panelists draw on their experiences to
engage and encourage the audience, listeners, and readers to explore
ways to decolonize their own perspectives and to support climate
solutions inclusive of all People.

Introduction: broader climate policy context

The dialogue amongst the contributors to this article began in June 2021,
when we participated in the ‘Decolonizing Research and Climate Policy’
panel discussion as part of the Corporate Mapping Project’s Regime of
Obstruction Conference. The panel was moderated by Eriel Deranger, the
Executive Director of Indigenous Climate Action (ICA)1, and aimed to share
and reflect upon the recent findings from ICA’s Decolonizing Climate Policy
research project2. This project investigated whether and to what extent
current federal climate policy in Canada includes Indigenous Peoples and
our rights, perspectives and approaches to climate action. Reconciliation
in Canada requires a fundamental rethinking about how policy is made
and how research is done. Through this panel conversation, as Indigenous
climate researchers, organizers and policy experts, we share our reflections
on how climate research and climate policy can be actively decolonized
such that it comes to uphold our rights and be grounded in the wealth
of Indigenous Knowledge built over centuries. In so doing, such research
and policy can be rendered much more effective in addressing the climate
crisis. We draw on our experiences to engage and encourage the audience,
listeners, and readers to explore ways to decolonize their own perspectives
and to support climate solutions inclusive of all People.

The Exclusion of Indigenous People in Canadian
Climate Policy

Indigenous Climate Action has been engaged in a comprehensive, critical
analysis of Canadian federal climate policy including the Pan-Canadian
Framework on Clean Growth and Climate Change (PCF) from 2016 and A
Healthy Environment, A Healthy Economy (HEHE) from 2020. A ‘justice’ lens
was applied to the analysis, recognizing that although Indigenous peoples
contribute the least climate change, they experience the worst of climate
change impacts (ICA, 2021). The report authors found that:

1 www.indigenousclimateaction.com
2 https://www.indigenousclimateaction.com/decolonizing-climate-policy
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Decolonizing Climate Research and Policy 3

“Indigenous Peoples and our rights, knowledge, and climate leadership
were mentioned again and again in both plans, yet we were structurally
excluded from the decision-making tables where these plans were made. In fact,
representatives from a few provinces actively opposed Indigenous inclu-
sion in this process. This active exclusion constitutes a violation of Indige-
nous rights to self-determination and to free, prior and informed consent
(FPIC), as defined by the United Nations. Additionally, this blatant exclu-
sion conflicts with the Liberal government’s commitments to reconcilia-
tion and Nation-to-Nation, Inuit-Crown, and government-to-government
relationships. It also ignores many of the Calls to Action emanating from
the Truth and Reconciliation Commission report and other important
government-led inquiries, including the Royal Commission on Aboriginal
Peoples (RCAP) and the National Inquiry into Missing and Murdered
Indigenous Women and Girls (MMIWG)” (ICA 2021, p. 6).

Furthermore, the report found that many of the ‘solutions’ proposed in
PCF and HEHE are likely to disproportionately—and negatively—impact
Indigenous communities and serve to perpetuate and entrench the struc-
tural inequalities and colonial relations that are driving the climate crisis in
the first place.

These deep procedural and distributive injustices of climate policy in
Canada are happening amid a growing acknowledgement around the world
of the immense importance of Indigenous Peoples and their knowledge for
designing and implementing climate solutions. The IPCC has made that
clear (IPCC, 2021) and even Canada’s own Climate Science 2050: Advancing
Science and Knowledge on Climate Change report (Environment and Climate
Change Canada (ECCC), 2020) specifically makes mention of the importance
of Indigenous spaces in climate change dialogues, including the recognition
of the importance of Indigenous Peoples’ involvement in climate decision-
making and research.

Mobilizing Indigenous Knowledge systems in climate change research
and decision-making allows Canada to better respond to climate change
and contributes to the maintenance and revitalization of culture, food
and water security, resource co-management, healthy lands and waters,
economic development, community infrastructure, and health and well-
being. Indigenous-led research generates crucial and relevant data and
evidence for decision-making at various scales. This is an important step
to reconciliation, Indigenous sovereignty, self-determination, and imple-
menting the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples in Canada (Environment and Climate Change Canada (ECCC),
2020, p. 9).

Although this quote emphasizes the importance of Indigenous Knowledge
and Indigenous-led research for addressing climate, it remains focused on
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4 Eriel Tchekwie Deranger et al.

how Indigenous knowledge and research can be useful for non-Indigenous-
led climate policymaking rather than for Indigenous-led climate governance and
policymaking. As such, even in this affirmation of Indigenous knowledge,
Indigenous rights to self-determined climate governance is undermined.

Despite the vital importance of Indigenous-led climate research and
climate planning, a recent scan of Indigenous-developed and -led climate
plans and strategies in Canada found only one. Only the Inuit Tapiriit
Kanatami (ITK), which represents Inuit people’s interests and rights in
Canada, has developed a climate strategy3. First Nations in British Columbia
are currently developing a province-wide climate plan and the Assembly
of First Nations is also engaged in developing a climate change strategy
(ITK, 2019). This finding that there is only one completed Indigenous-
led climate plan and two in process shows a tremendous gap and a real
lack of institutional support for communities to be developing their own
climate plans. This lack of support for Indigenous climate governance means
Indigenous peoples continue to depend upon—and have to react to—the
national and provincial governments’ ‘solutions’; effectively undermining
Indigenous self-determination.

This is deeply problematic for many reasons, including that Indigenous
communities are facing very serious climate impacts and structural inequal-
ities that are rendering them disproportionately vulnerable to the current
and future impacts of the changing climate. Given this context, Indigenous
peoples need to be supported in conducting their own research and making
their own climate plans and policies. But that is not what is happening.
Instead, Indigenous climate leadership is undermined as Indigenous
peoples are subsumed under federal and provincial climate planning and
policy that was designed and developed without them (ICA, 2021).

The Systemic Exclusion of Indigenous Climate
Knowledge Globally

In 2002, Indigenous peoples from across the Earth convened an International
Indigenous Peoples Summit on Sustainable Development in Khoi-San Terri-
tory Kimberley, South Africa. At this gathering, they penned the Kimberley
Declaration, which states that.

‘We are in crisis. We are in an accelerating spiral of climate change that
will not abide unsustainable greed . . . As peoples, we reaffirm our rights
to self-determination and to own, control and manage our ancestral lands
and territories, waters and other resources. Our lands and territories are
at the core of our existence - we are the land and the land is us; we

3 https://www.itk.ca/national-inuit-climate-change-strategy/
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Decolonizing Climate Research and Policy 5

have a distinct spiritual and material relationship with our lands and
territories and they are inextricably linked to our survival and to the
preservation and further development of our knowledge systems and
cultures, conservation and sustainable use of biodiversity and ecosystem
management’ (Kimberley Declaration, 2002 no pagination).

As described in the previous section, we see in Canada a marked lack
of support for Indigenous-led, self-determined climate research, planning
and policy. Similarly, at the global scale we are seeing that climate science
is being dominated by non-Indigenous interests, including Western sci-
ence. Indigenous knowledge, though profound and vitally important, is not
being meaningfully incorporated into climate change assessments. Climate
assessments are developed through a process of epistemological injustice
whereby Indigenous research, knowledge, and relations with the Land are
marginalized while non-Indigenous worldviews and knowledge systems
continue to dominate the international understanding and framing of the
climate crisis and its possible solutions.

For example, until very recently Indigenous Peoples were barely
mentioned in Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) reports
(the same is true of Canadian national climate assessment processes). These
climate assessments, which serve as the basis for humanity’s understanding
of climate change (and thus inform our responses), are based in a Western
scientific paradigm whereby other ways of knowing (including Indigenous
knowledge) are not valued. While it is true that mainstream scientific
research has critical insights to guide decision makers, it is also true that
it is biased. Our collective ability to respond to the climate is constrained
and limited to only one specific way of knowing (Overland and Sovacool,
2020; Tandon, 2021). This Western scientific way of knowing has long
been associated with engaging with Indigenous communities in deeply
unjust ways, whereby Indigenous knowledge is extracted for the benefit of
non-Indigenous researchers and institutions (Smith, 1999, 2021). This
dynamic is being replicated in climate science where Indigenous Peoples are
sought out as ‘objects’ of research, often as bystanders or informants. Within
this research paradigm, research is being done ‘on’, not ‘by’, the Indigenous
communities themselves. Often, Indigenous knowledge is sought after and
mobilized (in marginal ways) to be used in climate assessments that serve
priorities identified by the colonial state, rather than those of Indigenous
communities (Council of Canadian Academies (CCA), 2019).

As such, our global understanding of the climate crisis is informed by the
views of a privileged segment of humanity, while the climate knowledge
of those most impacted by the crisis, and those with the best track record
for sustainable management of natural systems, is systematically devalued
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6 Eriel Tchekwie Deranger et al.

and excluded. Most of the world’s currently cited climate change knowledge
(primarily Western science-based) is thus derived from the same models of
human–nature interactions that have caused the problems in the first place
(Samuel, 2019).

Climate science does not only exclude Indigenous Peoples. It is being
produced inequitably in other ways as well. For example, climate assess-
ments draw much more heavily on natural and technical sciences than the
social sciences—over 770 percent more! (Overland and Sovacool, 2020). The
Reuters Hot List ranked the 1000 ‘most influential’ climate scientists and
of these, only 122 were women and none were identified as Indigenous
(Tandon, 2021). A Carbon Brief analysis notes that ‘[b]iases in authorship
make it likely that the existing bank of knowledge around climate change
and its impacts is skewed towards the interests of male authors from the
global north. This can create blind spots around the needs of some of the
most vulnerable people to climate change, particularly women and com-
munities in the global south’ (Carbon Brief, 2021 no pagination). Although
African/Black scholars were ‘counted’ (only 5), Indigenous scholars/scien-
tists did not even make the cut. The existing body of climate research clearly
lacks diversity (Tandon, 2021).

The outfall of this dramatic imbalance and lack of diversity is that a
wealth of creative, innovative ideas and solutions required to transform
human society are not being supported (Overland and Sovacool, 2020). This
epistemological myopia ‘forecloses on some of the most powerful forces for
transformative, systemic change’ (ICA, 2021, p. 53) and ultimately serves to
support a business-as-usual approach to climate policy.

‘The climate-justice movement has the opportunity to be a movement that
is intersectional, connecting layers of sedimented injustices to current risks
and threats. It should not just be a movement that seeks to lower carbon
footprints so that the world of privileged people is preserved. Climate
justice has to begin with the assumption that there is nothing normal
about the environmental conditions of today, which were shaped largely
by capitalism and colonialism’ (Kyle Whyte in Carbon Brief, 2021, no
pagination).

Support for Indigenous–led climate research and planning is clearly lacking
and the climate scientific community remains immersed in a colonial con-
text. With the marginalization (or instrumental use) of Indigenous climate
knowledge, Indigenous people have not been allowed access to shape and
guide climate policy-making and decision-making (Hatfield et al., 2018).
Without access to such influence, Indigenous people are left to fight for their
lands, waters and communities through court battles and/or direct action
(Gobby et al., 2021). Sadly, these are often Indigenous peoples’ primary
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Decolonizing Climate Research and Policy 7

means of having a voice to influence climate change governance, and they
come with huge risks, costs and impacts to Indigenous communities.

Another Indigenous response to being structurally excluded from main-
stream climate research and policy is to instigate Indigenous decision-
making processes, enacting Indigenous peoples’ own laws and governance
systems. In that spirit, the research team at Indigenous Climate Action
has embarked on the second phase of their Decolonizing Climate Policy
project: developing Indigenous-led climate policy. As part of that work, the
following conversation was convened. By sharing this conversation in this
article, we help address the lack of Indigenous-led processes in the climate
research and policy worlds. We offer this innovative and distinct approach
to knowledge generation and innovation, which has been employed in other
climate change discussions (Timler and Sandy, 2020). We encourage others
to engage with this method of creating knowledge, in ways that upend the
power imbalances that profoundly constrain humanity’s climate response.

The Conversation Method of Decolonizing Climate
Research and Policy-Making

It is fitting in our contribution to engage in decolonial practices of conveying
climate knowledge by centring our own experience, knowledge and rela-
tional accountabilities and practices. We write this piece first and foremost
as Indigenous people (and one non-Indigenous collaborator committed to
supporting Indigenous climate solutions). We also express an Indigenous
perspective as people who uphold storytelling as both cultural and academic
practice (Archibald, 2008; McGregor, 2019; Todd, 2018). Thomas Peacock
observes that engaging in stories is one of the oldest ways of teaching,
which assists societies in making sense of and giving meaning to their
experiences, and which provides ‘the experiential knowledge necessary for
solving complex problems,’ (Peacock, 2013, p. 103). Thus, in understanding
storytelling as knowledge sharing, as pedagogy, and as essential to research,
we too seek to nurture the integrity of stories in this work (Wilson et al.,
2019). Stylistically, this means that each contributor speaks from their own
voice and in their own way.

Our conversation also draws on the insights of voices, perspectives and
knowledge often marginalized in climate discourse (Timler and Sandy, 2020;
Williams 2018). Timler and Sandy note that:

‘Climate change adaptation and mitigation have been highlighted as
essential for Indigenous communities, whose ongoing experiences of colo-
nialism increase their experience of harms related to the climate crisis and
correlated industry, harms more explicitly felt by Indigenous women, chil-
dren and gender non-conforming peoples’ (Timler and Sandy, 2020, p. 3).
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8 Eriel Tchekwie Deranger et al.

Timler and Sandy (2020, p. 4) note that the conversation method ‘aims
to confront power imbalances within academia, pushing science to exist
beyond a ‘privileged discourse’ that often uses jargon and terminology as
a tool of exclusion. We seek to engage in dialogue that upholds the voices
of those ‘pushed to the margins’ in an effort to expose power imbalance
and persistent and destructive colonial relationships. In doing so, we are
able to honour our own oral traditions and ways of sharing knowledge,
and to create space to share. ‘In this context, knowledge sharing focused
on addressing climate change and colonialism requires a keen awareness
of history and context, and the use of dialogue to support reciprocity and
relationship’ (Timler and Sandy, 2020, p. 4).

Positionality of Contributors

It is an increasingly common protocol and expectation that we locate our-
selves to enable accountability (Doerfler et al., 2013; Windchief et al., 2019).
We can identify ourselves through our stories, but also carry responsibility
for doing so. As Indigenous scholar Lori Lambert observes, ‘Hearing the
story means having a relationship with the story and teller and knowing
there is value to the story’ (Lambert, 2014). And so, we take a moment to ask
our readers: ‘Are people ready to decolonize their perspectives, knowledge
and biases’ in relation to climate policy, justice and action?

Eriel Tchekwie Deranger is a mother of 2 from Athabasca-Chippewas
First Nation, and the executive director and cofounder of Indigenous Cli-
mate Action, an Indigenous-led climate justice organization in so-called
Canada.

Rebecca Sinclair (Merasty) is a nêhiyaw-iskwêw, wife and mother of
three. She is from Barren Lands First Nation and a member of Little
Saskatchewan First Nation. She moved from Treaty 5 in northern Manitoba
to Winnipeg, Treaty 1 territory, to obtain a Bachelor’s degree (Environmental
and Native Studies) from the University of Manitoba.

Beze Gray, Anishinabe/Onedia/Lanaape is a Two-spirit trans advocate
and activist from Aamjiwnaang First Nation. Beze is bear clan and engages
in community work to raise awareness of the impacts of southwestern
Ontario’s Chemical Valley on their and surrounding communities. Beze’s
main focus in life concerns the revitalization of language and cultural tra-
ditions and being a Two Spirit youth advocate for environmental injustices
within their community. They are an organizer of grassroots events based
on culture and environment.

Deborah McGregor ndizhnikaaz (I am called). Wiigwaaskingaa
n’doonjibaa (where I am from). I am Anishinabe from Whitefish River First
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Decolonizing Climate Research and Policy 9

Nation and currently I am Associate Professor and Canada Research Chair
in Indigenous Environmental Justice at York University.

Jen Gobby is a settler climate activist and researcher based in Abenaki
territory in rural Quebec. She completed her PhD at McGill University in
2019 and is an Affiliate Assistant Professor at Concordia University. She is
also part of ICA’s Decolonizing Climate Policy research team.

Eriel Deranger facilitated and opened the session by outlining its pur-
pose. She explained that part of reconciliation in action is decolonizing nar-
ratives in all their forms, including those around climate solutions. In the
conversation that follows, we hear from a panel of Indigenous speakers
directly involved with climate solutions on their territories. Their words and
stories illustrate what Indigenous-led climate action looks like. Through this
panel, we hope to encourage listeners to discuss ways they can decolonize
their perspectives and support climate solutions that are inclusive of all
peoples.

A blessing and song were offered by Elder May Sam to open the dialogue
in a good way.

Decolonizing Research and Climate Policy: flipping the script

Eriel Deranger: There is this urgency within the climate movement to find
solutions and anything to get us closer to the finish line in addressing the
climate crisis, really anything to reduce Greenhouse Gases (GHGs) in the
atmosphere. But many of the solutions being proposed by the many envi-
ronmental movements and colonial governments are locking us deeper into
the same systems that have not served—and have actually harmed—our
communities. This urgency can leave some of the more foundational issues
and root causes of the climate crisis - colonialism, capitalism and white
supremacy - out of the conversation. This leaves little room for systems
change or transformative thinking in creating climate solutions for a climate
just future. So my question to the panelists is, how does the decolonization of
research methodologies and policy development challenge status quo thinking? And
how can we utilize this decolonized method of research and policy development to
support climate justice?

Deborah McGregor: Mainstream/colonial approaches to climate policy
development are very siloed. That is, in one space there is the monitoring
discussion, in another space the adaptation discussion, and so on. It is not a
holistic approach. People on the ground do not experience climate change in
siloed ways. But the siloed approach is what gets funded. Another problem
with climate research is that people did not always ask the right or relevant
questions about climate change. Decades ago, the climate researchers were
not Indigenous people, not women, nor anybody who generally wasn’t
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10 Eriel Tchekwie Deranger et al.

some kind of a scientist established in their field. A certain kind of climate
scientist/researcher was asking the questions, and these were predomi-
nantly from the perspective of the natural sciences. Trying to understand
climate change from other people’s perspectives just wasn’t part of that
conversation. This means that proposed solutions were, and generally still
are, based on the questions that certain groups of people were asking, and
that were important to them, as opposed to Indigenous people.

Right now, we see the results of that research. Climate assessments,
mitigation studies, risk assessments, adaptation strategies, everything is a
result of the research generated by very particular and privileged groups
of people asking questions that were important to them. And this is the
climate knowledge we are working with to try to collectively find solutions.
In recent years, the IPCC and others have been starting to get the idea that
other voices and perspectives are missing and in fact are needed. In my
view, however, climate scientists/researchers are not skilled at addressing
Indigenous peoples’ concerns and knowledge, despite good intentions. That
is where decolonizing climate research becomes important. It is more than
Indigenizing - which is interpreted and expressed as injecting Indigenous
content into existing frameworks. Decolonizing is deconstructing, undoing
some damage in order to create space for Indigenous peoples.

I have also experienced a ‘development mentality’ to climate research—
wherein mainstream researchers respond to Indigenous-led proposals for
climate solutions by ‘bringing them up to speed’ on mainstream climate
solutions. This does not recognize that Indigenous climate knowledge comes
from Indigenous peoples’ lived experiences through centuries of environ-
mental change and disruption. Indigenous peoples thus experience current
climate change not as something entirely new, but more as a continuation
of the era of drastic environmental change brought about with the onset
of colonization. I have heard scientists dismiss such knowledge and then
spend their time trying to separate climate change from a host of other
interconnected environmental issues. I have heard scientists say things to
Indigenous people like, ‘That’s not climate change, that is environmental
change’ and start to tell them how their experiences should be interpreted.
This is, of course, most inappropriate.

These mainstream solutions are misguided and perhaps harmful to
Indigenous peoples because they do not take account of colonialism. Fur-
thermore, there is a lack of recognition of the need for land-based activities
to consider all aspects of climate change holistically. There is similarly not a
lot of conversation around Indigenous governance with respect to climate,
including the question of how we want to govern our own impacts, as
opposed to spending our time responding to other people’s assessments and
solutions. For a decolonized approach, we need to ask different questions.
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Decolonizing Climate Research and Policy 11

Rebecca Sinclair: I had a really good conversation with a Metis youth
here in Manitoba, who’s working with Red River Echoes, who had talked
about what indigenization, reconciliation and decolonizing really mean.
She mentioned that in order for us to have reconciliation, we need to start
centring decolonization as an individual thing that we must do as allies,
and as indigenous folks. The way we move forward and approach things
differently will start to centre around how we decolonize our own minds.
That is how we can decolonize the systems and have an opportunity at
reconciliation. Our goal with all of our communities and all of our Nations
is mino bimaadiziwin—the good life. The concept represents a circle, is
holistic, is interconnected, and everything that we do must form a balance.
When we think about decolonizing these methods, and we think about how
this relates to climate change and climate justice, it really just sums it up into
that mino bimaadiziwin. We ask, how are we all living the good life? How
are you all contributing to the good life?

Engaging in our concepts and language is one of the first steps in how we
decolonize our processes and how we look at things differently for climate
justice. We need to flip the script and ask settlers: what more do you need
from us? We have established that traditional knowledge will help us meet
the challenge of climate change. Now let us put that into action.

Beze Gray: I’m so excited to be on this panel, to hear these words and
feel very valid in this space. I feel that decolonizing means making a space
inclusive for Indigenous people. And so for me, I think it’s easiest for me
to speak from my own community, my own experience and life’s work. I
read recently about when actions are to being taken to walk with people,
not in front of them. I realized that it spoke of control, that as Indigenous
people, we do not have a lot of say over our home territories. We don’t have
a say in what’s going on and for me that always hurt because my territory
was taken over by Canada’s Chemical Valley, which makes up 40 percent
of Canada’s petrochemical industry. These policies and Chemical Valley did
not come from Aamjiwnaang, they came from Canada. These things were
put on us and then we have no control over it. No control over policy or
what is done with the chemical plants, yet we feel the impacts. Decolonizing
means having a say. I want to level the playing field, have a place at the table.
We need to have a say, have our voice shared, and to be a part of these spaces,
so we have a say in what is happening. Whereas a lot of people don’t have
say in those spaces. Two-spirit youth don’t have that say in what happens.

I am feeling and facing lot of hardship—the things that bring me healing,
which are language and culture, are impacted by climate change. I’m feeling
the impacts of climate change, even in those areas of my life, such as when
I talk about my community, it’s different than the way my grandma would
have talked about the community. Like when she describes it, when she was
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12 Eriel Tchekwie Deranger et al.

my age, it was so different. I don’t even have words sometimes to be able to
use to talk about the community—even really simple, down-to-earth kind of
things. When I talk about the weather or anything that has to do with climate
change, it feels different. Practicing the culture feels so much different. A
very clear example is sugar bushing (tapping sap from Sugar Maples).

We are facing the hardship of climate change, because our people had
a calendar system and it told us when this particular constellation is in the
sky—you have a certain number of weeks straight of sugar bushing. Climate
change is messing up this system, now we have 3 days that you can sugar
bush and then 3 days where it is too cold or too hot. It was such a weird
fluctuation here in Southern Ontario that our sugar season spread out to
over a month. We tried to keep up—some days the trees were not flowing,
and then others they were flowing, this went on for a month. We do not have
an expensive setup, there is not a road back there. We have an ATV and some
barrels that we bought. First, we used a sled but then the snow melted. We
had to use the ATV. The ATV got stuck in the mud because it was too wet
and there was flooding. I’m still having a hard time putting it into words.
We used to have calendars and our teachings are almost like a historic time
capsule. The sky would tell us, we have this many weeks straight of sugar
bushing. That knowledge does not translate into our reality now. If I look at
that constellation, it’s in different parts of the sky now for where I’m sugar
bushing, because the temperatures are so different now. This is what I see in
trying to practice our teachings today. When the sugar bushing constellation
is in the sky it is not the right time anymore on the land. I can’t follow that
guideline anymore based on our teachings and knowledge. I have to follow
the Weather Network to know if it is sugar bushing day or not.

Climate change needs to be understood and talked about from the per-
spectives of the people experiencing it. Indigenous people are experiencing
climate change differently from the people writing about it. There is no space
for the people who are experiencing it in different ways. It is hard at this
time, because we want to decolonize as Rebecca pointed out, we want to
reconnect with our culture, we want to reconnect with our language, but it’s
being impacted by climate change.

Beyond the BAU (Business as Usual)

Eriel Deranger: There are important aspects that have been raised here,
including that to really decolonize research and deconstruct policy is a
critical step—that is the undoing and making room for the knowledge
and experience that Beze referred to, to flip the script and make climate
knowledge more accessible. What is the standard we are trying to achieve
for meaningful change? What change is required in current systems and
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Decolonizing Climate Research and Policy 13

structures of both research and policy development? If that standard is
the colonial structures and system, western academia, western science; that
leaves little room for the knowledges and the culture and the language that
has been shared by all of the speakers. How do we reframe or deconstruct or
undo the dominant narrative? What if instead of Indigenous peoples trying
to figure out how our knowledge, our culture and our way of being fits into
the western standard or script, we ask What if our culture, our language, our
ways of being were the standard, and colonial structures had to figure out how they
fit within this? This brings an important perspective because the business-
as-usual thinking that research and policy development support has dire
consequences for Indigenous peoples. In the status quo climate knowledge
system, we don’t have our knowledge keepers being valued in our commu-
nities and the knowledge gets lost. Indigenous peoples end up being left out
of the conversation over and over again. This isn’t just historical; it’s also the
present. Indigenous Climate Action (ICA 2021) recently released a report,
Decolonizing Climate Policy in Canada: Report from Phase One, which provides
evidence of this pattern of exclusion. The document reveals that in federal
government climate change policy there are 168 references throughout that
acknowledge Indigenous Peoples, our rights and our knowledge as critical,
as necessary, all the flowery words. However, we must go beyond saying
it’s important and change the way things are done. We must challenge the
business-as-usual approach. So what are some of the biggest concerns and
challenges of the business-usual approach, in climate discourse and policy
development and research? How do we begin to really break that down?
How do we begin to challenge?

Rebecca Sinclair: Indigenous communities are already engaged in decon-
structing the business-as-usual approach by the way we visit, share knowl-
edge and experiences, the way we already connect with each other. That is,
we learn about each other’s family and friends and centre our own voices
and experiences—that is how we start to deconstruct business.

When we talk about decolonizing climate policy in Canada, a big, glaring
concern exists around the consultation methods through which Indigenous
folks were brought into these climate plans. I use the term consultation
very generously here. We need to change the way we discuss climate,
build relationships with Indigenous folks across Canada and with our allies
to redress the situation. Business-as-usual consultation means Indigenous
peoples and their concerns are secondary to others. Indigenous rights are
ignored and continue to be violated.

Beze Gray: I have experienced this issue of trying to fit into a colonial way
of working and way of conducting myself. An organization that I used to
work for also theoretically wanted to work with, hold space for Indigenous
people—there was funding to do that. The very hard part was, they couldn’t
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even hold space for me. I am an Indigenous person with a learning disability,
I have a really hard time summarizing and sometimes getting to the point.
A lot of Indigenous people are similar, for example, if you listen to an Elder,
they can talk for a long time and then finally get to the point. I am not saying
they have a learning disability, but they communicate in ways that others
have a hard time with. It is hard when you think about the different ways
that Indigenous people communicate who haven’t gone to university. I am
not a university person at all, I obtained my education through Anishinabe-
mowin (Ojibwe language). These spaces feel inaccessible to someone like
me who has such a drive to fight climate change. I have such a drive to fight
the climate policies that are in place, that are having a huge impact on my
community. My community hasn’t had a say since the refineries were put
up. They dug our bodies to put those refineries in the ground. To us land
is still sacred and we want to be able to have a say, we want to have a say in
how we communicate it. I want that to be known—that Indigenizing means
making climate dialogue/policy accessible to people who aren’t university
driven, but need to be able to have their own voice expressed.

I find it hard to be welcomed into spaces because I’m not someone
who graduated with a university degree from an environmental program.
I have just been trying to protect my community since grade 8. I have been
advocating for my community for almost half of my life. It is very hard. We
don’t get to speak for ourselves. We don’t get to educate people. It is people
coming into our community, who aren’t from our community, taking our
stories, our knowledge, and they write a very amazing thesis, article or
paper. I have a hard time trying to read these academic journals that try to
explain my own community. It is weird, because when I see my Elders, my
uncles, my aunties, and all these people’s stories—they get taken and told
as someone else’s point of view. We don’t even get the space to tell our own
stories. This is business-as-usual in research. The space needs to be made for
us to tell our own stories in our own way.

Deborah McGregor: A lot of the public ‘business-as-usual thinking’, even
when a problem is flagged, results in merely a ‘tweaking’ of the status
quo. The international scientific planetary assessments, whether relating to
climate, water, or wildlife, offer solutions that are akin to a tweaking of the
system, rather than seriously challenging an unsustainable worldview. The
tweaking is not transformative, yet transformative is what is required. To
build on what Beze shared, one strategy I employ in the work I do is to
challenge the current terminology with terminology that a lot of climate
policy spaces are not comfortable with. I use terms like ‘climate justice’ or
‘climate crisis.’ Some folks react to that because justice implies inequity. I try
to use an equity lens and gendered lens and folks do not want to go there. It
is hard for folks to really understand how climate change is experienced, as
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already described by Beze and Rebecca. Indigenous peoples already know
and it is happening in their lives every day. The scientific—and to an extent
the social scientific—methods are limited and do not reflect how Indigenous
peoples are experiencing climate change in a holistic way—a whole way
of life, a society. Indigenous peoples have been responding to change for
centuries; there is a wealth of experience for how to respond and survive
such changes. These experiences and stories are not recognized as valid
knowledge.

We do not see this type of knowledge and experience reflected in scien-
tific assessments of planetary health. As Beze pointed out, the ways that
Indigenous peoples convey their experience and knowledge of what is
happening aren’t given the same weight as a peer reviewed article. So there’s
a weakness, but not with Indigenous peoples. It’s with others who don’t
know what they don’t know. They do not know how to work with people’s
actual lived experience or the stories they tell. I think Beze spoke to this as
well: even if you are there, it does not mean there is meaningful space for
you. I once had a man literally lean over to me on a panel and say, “I don’t
even know why you’re here.” It was clear I was seen as the “token Indian”,
with nothing meaningful to contribute. Even if you are there, it doesn’t mean
that you will be listened to or that people are hearing what you’re saying.
My experience in these spaces is that it hard to get to talk about climate
change because you are spending your time trying to educate people about
everything else relating to Indigenous peoples.

The finding in Kamloops of the unmarked graves of children is a reveal-
ing of the truth, not a ‘discovery.’ Residential school survivors knew about
these graves, but nobody listened to them. Many people do not know
how the residential school system is connected to climate change. They
don’t understand how intergenerational trauma can impact risk and vul-
nerability or capacity for adaptation. Historical and ongoing colonialism
should be recognized in climate change policy, and understood as part of
the conversation, but it is very hard to inject discussions of colonialism into
non-Indigenous climate spaces. It is a challenge to bring up justice issues,
especially as part of proposed solutions. Indigenous peoples already know
what is happening and what needs to be done. However, the way that we
know isn’t necessarily recognized in these other places. We need to be there,
otherwise, simple tweaking of the business-as-usual will continue and the
transformation that actually needs to happen will stagnate. In Anishinaabe
stories, we speak of the need for transformation. The tricksters in our stories
were sometimes the catalyst required for the transformation to happen.
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Transforming Climate Policy

Eriel Deranger: The reality is that in business-as-usual, status quo centred
approaches, colonial, white supremacist values remain at the centre. We
need to deconstruct, undo and make room for alternatives in support of
systemic change—that transformation. Like tricksters we do try to fit within
Western science, academia, colonial governments and governance, and the
solutions proposed are linear. Yet the way we tell stories is holistic and
draws connections. The children that we’re finding have a direct correlation
to the story of climate change, because those are children that were ripped
out of their homes, that lost their language, were separated from the lands,
who lost that transmission of 1000s of years of intergenerational knowledge
that was told through some of the best observational science, some of the
best experiments, some of the best experiential science that has ever been
recorded. It was transmitted in a way that became deeply personal. The
business-as-usual approach doesn’t include the personal because it requires
detachment from nature. So the story of climate policy becomes one of
decolonizing, deconstructing and breaking down those barriers, and really
moving forward.

Decolonization is so different from Indigenization for that very rea-
son, because it’s about deconstructing, undoing the colonial frameworks,
which are predicated on systems of patriarchy, heteronormativity, capital-
ism, extractivism and systems of white supremacy that are also predicated
on structures of hyper individuality. When we are unpacking decoloniza-
tion, it’s not just about Indigenous peoples, it’s about decolonizing those
structures that have oppressed many. There’s this cooptation of those Indige-
nous values, when we’re simply Indigenizing our institutions. When we
bring those things into the institutions, they are co-opted, and we’re seeing
that when all these beautiful contributions that Indigenous peoples have
made to the world get Indigenized into systems, they’re easily coopted.
So-called ‘nature-based solutions’ are a great example: Indigenous peoples
have been fighting for the protection and preservation and the value of
the natural world since colonization, but now, within the climate discourse,
there are ‘nature-based solutions’, but it’s through the white lens, what those
solutions are. Decolonization would require us to decolonize even that ter-
minology. What is a nature-based solution? It would require us to undo and
uncouple ourselves from those structures and systems and make room for
something else. Colonization didn’t just happen in the Americas. Let’s get
that straight. Decolonization is not an issue for black, brown and Indigenous
folks, it’s an issue for white folks. You all need to decolonize—as I think
Rebecca said—decolonizing your mind, that’s your responsibility. You need
to figure out how to undo and deconstruct these colonial frameworks within
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your own mind to make room for something else, which is what Indigenous
peoples are coming forward with right now. My last question to the panelists
is, considering this process of decolonizing both the research and the ways
in which you develop policy to address the climate crisis, if money was
no obstacle, how would you see Indigenous climate policy and processes
unfolding in so-called Canada? What would it look like?

Rebecca Sinclair: In my work with the Lake Winnipeg Indigenous Collec-
tive, we had launched a water protector pilot initiative, where we had tried
to imagine a way that we could support knowledge keepers, land defenders,
and water protectors—financially—for them to just do the things that they
have since time immemorial, for all of our benefit. We asked: how do we
support them in the same way that we support academic researchers, people
that don’t have to worry about where their next honorarium is coming from?
To me this is a way forward and a way that all people would benefit from.
The result would be that people in the bush feel that they have the confidence
to say, I’m an expert in this, that I am doing this for all of humanity. I feel we
should pay them appropriately for their work.

Deborah McGregor: I would say build upon the work that’s already done,
rather than commencing yet another commission or inquiry. Not that they’re
not important, as they do reveal the truth, but it seems in these processes
that Indigenous peoples always have to put our colonization, suffering and
trauma out on the table for other people’s inspection. Instead of enacting this
suffering yet again, I would like to see Indigenous communities themselves
enabled to do the kind of research that will support their governance. This
can include land-based activities and camps and learning language on their
own terms. This kind of work empowers communities to develop their own
strategies and processes for how they want to govern in the face of climate
change. Rather than fit themselves into preconceived concepts, into different
funding programs, they can self-determine their own future. This approach
builds upon what people already know and experience. Communities can
decide what is appropriate to share and scale up to regional, provincial,
national or international levels. Few communities have the resources and
space to engage in such work, but I would like to see this change. I would
like to see communities get to conduct their own work on their own terms.

Beze Gray: It is frustrating because Canada has the money to put into oil
pipelines, but they say they don’t have the money to run pipelines to bring
water to First Nations communities. They have a lot of money, industry has
a lot of money, but they are not putting it into the right things. Communities
struggle for basic needs, like getting groceries and having to cross ice
under dangerous and unpredictable ice conditions due to climate change.
Compensation in these kinds of conditions is an important consideration
because basic human needs are not being met—people need to feed their
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families and should not have to risk their lives to do so. I would like to
see struggling communities helped, especially because in other parts of the
country, people are comfortable. Instead of money going into creating the
problem, money to support those suffering from the problem should be
made available.

Eriel Deranger: We are living in a time where there are so many structural
inequities that remain in this country, and that have existed for generations.
We can start removing these by decolonizing our approaches to developing
policies and processes to ensure that we respect and uplift the rights of
Indigenous Peoples. We can’t keep translating ourselves through the lens
of the colonial system. As Indigenous Peoples, it is time to start respect-
ing and uplifting existing Indigenous solutions. Indigenous communities
are leading numerous initiatives and activities that reinforce the unique
capacities of Indigenous people to create strategies, policies and plans that
provide tangible solutions that are relevant and effective for regions and
can be used as a model for national best practices. We are our own experts,
and our people have the intergenerational knowledge and experience that
can support the decolonial struggle to create climate solutions that address
the climate emergency. So let’s flip the script and focus on Indigenous-
led climate solutions as the best practices. It’s time for all the people who
call the territories of Canada home to demand that the colonial structures
start being the ones to figure out how and where their resources and
knowledge can offer support to existing Indigenous solutions. One place
to start is to decolonize the policy-making process and start taking direction
from Indigenous peoples on how to survive the climate crisis. Indigenous
peoples: our culture, our knowledge, our knowledge holders, elders and
youth and community members, deserve the respect and valuation of our
time. This requires deconstruction and undoing and creating the space for
something new, or actually the space for something old that has existed since
time immemorial.

Conclusion: Decolonizing Climate Policy through
Indigenous-led Research and Policy

This powerful conversation between Eriel Deranger, Rebecca Sinclair, Beze
Gray, and Deborah McGregor provides hard-hitting analysis of the ways
that settler-led climate research and climate policy are failing. They are
failing to bring in diverse perspectives and ways of knowing. And they
are failing to effectively address the climate crisis. In light of these failures
of mainstream climate research and policy to inform and inspire transfor-
mative change, these four Indigenous experts, all of whom are engaged in
Indigenous-led climate solutions in their own ways, offer clear guidance
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for what needs to happen going forward. They offer readers principles
and strategies for doing research and creating policy in ways that heal and
transform, rather than perpetuate the oppressive relations, systems and
structures that are driving the climate crisis. We conclude this article by
weaving together the wisdom and guidance offered in this conversation
with the Key Principals for Going Forward offered in the conclusion to ICA’s
Decolonizing Climate Policy Report (2021).

ICA’s report exposed the structural exclusion of Indigenous Peoples from
the process of climate policy development in Canada and called for the
acknowledgement that ‘the exclusion of Indigenous climate leadership and
denial of our rights to self-determination actually forecloses on some of
the most powerful forces for transformative, systemic change in Canada’
(ICA 2021, p. 53). And it calls for the recognition that ‘climate policy can
be made more just and effective through the meaningful and full inclusion
of Indigenous Peoples and the upholding of our rights, knowledges, and
sovereignty’ (p. 53).

This challenge to climate researchers and policymakers is to see the
real inclusion of Indigenous Peoples and the respecting of our rights as
not just a matter of justice and equity (though of course that is crucial),
but also as a matter of designing solutions actually capable of addressing
the climate crisis. There are many reasons why Indigenous approaches
are more likely to be effective. One is, as Beze pointed out, that ‘climate
change needs to be understood and talked about from the perspectives
of the people experiencing it. Indigenous people are experiencing climate
change differently from the people writing about it’. A second reason is, as
Deborah explained, that current climate research and policy is focused on
‘tweaking the system, rather than seriously challenging an unsustainable
worldview’. Indigenous communities globally have long been pointing out
what the IPCC (2018, 2021) only recently figured out: that preventing climate
catastrophe will require ‘rapid, far reaching and unprecedented changes in
all aspects of society’. This is the kind of profound change to our economic,
political and knowledge systems that Indigenous visions of climate justice
offer. Indigenous communities, equipped with a wealth of generational
knowledge and experience of (as Deborah put it) ‘how to respond to and
survive’ massive change, are directly challenging unsustainable worldviews
and systems. But as Deborah made clear, ‘these experiences and stories are
not recognized as valid knowledge’. As Beze explained, ‘this is business-as-
usual in research. The space needs to be made for us to tell our own stories
in our own way’.

Rebecca made clear that ‘We have established that traditional knowledge
will help us meet the challenge of climate change. We have asserted that.
Now let us put that into action’.
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Indigenous research, policy and solutions are not currently at the fore-
front of climate change discourse, but that is not because they do not exist,
and it is not because they are not powerful and effective. It is because settler
science and policy-making are dominating the conversation, due to ongoing
white supremacy in research and policy spaces.

ICA’s report also concludes that ‘the climate crisis will require the trans-
formation and undoing of colonial relations and structures in Canada. This
will require a deep and broad relinquishment of power from settler colonial
structures and systems to ensure meaningful co-creation of climate policy
that is rooted in Indigenous self-determination’ (2021, p. 53).

This relinquishment must address the ongoing epistemological injustice
that happens when, as Deborah and Beze point out, ‘Indigenous peoples
convey their experience and knowledge of what is happening’ but are not
‘given the same weight as a peer reviewed article’. This is due to non-
Indigenous researchers and policy makers ‘who don’t know what they don’t
know’. Creating transformative climate policy requires settlers unlearning
superiority and learning to listen so that you can come to learn what you
don’t know. So, listen to and be guided by these Calls to Action emanating
from the ICA Decolonizing Climate Policy report, which asks us to support
climate policy in Canada that:

includes Indigenous communities and Nations as full partners at policy
decision-making tables; raises up the leadership from Indigenous women
and 2SLGBTQIA+ folks; respects Indigenous rights to self-determination
and FPIC in the process of developing policy and in the contents of the
policies and plans; promotes climate solutions that take into account the
realities faced by Indigenous communities and Nations, both rural and
urban; acknowledges and actively addresses structural inequalities that
are continually being reproduced through colonial relations, processes,
and structures in so-called Canada; addresses the root causes of climate
change (e.g. colonial capitalism and extraction) and; engages an intersec-
tional understanding of climate to design intersectional climate solutions
that reduce emissions while undoing systemic oppressions (2021, p. 54).

Indigenous-led solutions, fostered in community and informed through
relations with lands, waters and plant and animal relatives are already hap-
pening and offer best practices. They can be scaled up and out in ways that
transform systems. But these are massively underfunded while enormous
sums are poured into non-Indigenous research and policy initiatives. Instead
of the focus on how to bring Indigenous people and their knowledge into
research and policy spaces, the focus needs to be on how non-Indigenous
researchers and policy makers can actually learn to listen and direct their
resources, time and efforts to supporting the vast wealth of Indigenous-led
research, policy and best practices already happening across Mother Earth.
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